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I did my first tattoo in 1978. You couldn’t find a tattoo supplier then. You couldn’t buy machines, 
colors, or needles. I had to begin in my kitchen with a blender and a basic black ink. That’s 
how Intenze started. I never set out to be a supplier. I didn’t intend to just produce quality ink—I 
wanted to work with it. As an artist, I wanted to push my limitations while creating work that 
redefined possibilities. I just needed the tools that let me.

We’ve come a long way since then. Today we produce over 250 colors. We just tore down the 
cleanest manufacturing facility to build a cleaner one. But ultimately we’re still artists, and our 
work comes down to one simple goal: to make tools that let artists achieve the unimaginable.

Every piece, every client—we want to do something that’s never been done before. Same goes 
for our ink. From being the first company to label tattoo ink, to developing a fingerprint-like 
system that traces where each bottle we produced came from and where it’s been, we’re con-
stantly trying to find better ways to produce a safer, higher quality ink.

I guess that’s why we’re hard on our ink. We understand that artists and clients are ultimately 
going to get out of it what we put in. It’s why I test it on myself. It’s why we sterilize, mix, and 
bottle our product in a Clean Room. And it’s why all the ink we produce is tested and validated 
by third-party labs.

When I look back at 1978, I realize that a lot has changed. But our core remains the same. I still 
use this ink every single day, and our goal is the same today as it was back then—to make a 
tattoo pigment that performs no matter who the artist is and regardless of the conditions. I want 
to make ink that takes the guesswork out of tattooing.

This is what we owe to our clients and ourselves. Providing ink that’s safe and delivers amazing 
results isn’t just our responsibility as a company; it should be our highest aspirations as artists.

We can’t stop trying to make our ink better. We won’t stop. In the process, we hope that we’re 
helping create a higher standard in the industry with tools that our clients can count on and 
artists can depend on. Ultimately, we believe our obsession combined with your passion can 
push the soul and science of tattoo into possibilities that we never could have imagined.

Sincerely,
Mario Barth

A letter from the founder



1/2 OZ. Bottle
  

1 OZ. Bottle
 

2 OZ. Bottle
 

4 OZ. Bottle

12 OZ. Bottles  
price may vary.  

Call for more 
information

Available Sizes 

Miracle  
Water

Carol’s Pink

Bowery
Green

Papaya

Pink 
Panther

Chestnut

Peach

Grasshopper
Green

Light Brown

Snow White 
Opaque

Fuchsia

Fio’s Green

Patty’s 
Orange

Rose Pink

Yellow
Orchid

Sweet 
Candy

Light Green

Auburn

Snow White 
Mixing

Lollipop

Dragon  
Green

Flesh

Flowerchild

Tufo

Sunburn

Lime 
Green

Bamboo

White Silk

Lining
Magenta

Bowery
Irish Green

Sand

Liliom

Ochre

Soft  
Orange

Mint

Desert Sand
Light

High White

Light 
Magenta

Dragon 
Green Light

Clay

Lavender

Eggshell

Tangerine

Dragon
Turquoise

Desert Sand
Medium

Light Tone

Koolaid

Dragon 
Green Dark

Skin Tone
Flesh Light

Grape

In The 
Spring

Creamsicle

Aquamarine

Desert Sand
Dark

Bowery 
White

Raspberry

Lining
Green

Dark Green

Skin Tone
Natural Medium

Lining  
Purple

Ginger

Bright 
Orange

Seafoam  
Green

Bowery
Brown

Lemon  
Yellow

True
Magenta

Skin Tone
Red Light

Light
Purple

Mustard

Hard
Orange

Bahama 
Blue

Lining 
Brown Light

Milk 
Chocolate

Skin Tone
Natural Dark

Raw Umber
Light

Coco

Lining  
Brown Dark

Rusty 
Brown

Dark
Brown

Dark 
Chocolate

Skin Tone
Red Dark

Monacle

Magenta

Plum

Bulls Blood

Dark Plum Purple 
Silver

Blue  
Silver

Lining
Black

True
Black

Bowery
Black

Let There
Be Light



Hunter 
Green

Lining  
Yellow

Weibi’s Red

Aqua

Dirty Beige

Dark Purple

Olive

Salmon

Swimming
Pool

Sienna

Chartreuse

Dark Red

Aquarium

Rubber 
Doll

Mario’s 
Blue

Will’s Olive

Coral

Baby Blue

Medium 
Brown

Bright 
Sunshine

Red Cherry

Teal

Fleshpot

Bowery 
Blue

Swamp
Green

Dragon
Red

Tyler Blue

Persian Red

Dragon
Yellow

Ruby Red

Earth

Skin Tone
Natural Light

Royal Blue

Army Green

Bowery
Red

Lining Blue
Light

Red Cloud

Bowery
Yellow

Terra Di 
Sienna

Midnight
Green

Skin Tone
Natural Extra  
Light

Dragon
Blue Dark

Deep 
Indigo

Bright Red

Lining Blue
Dark

Kakao

Banana 
Cream

Sangria

Pelle

Steel

Ocean
Blue

Lining Red
Light

Dodger
Blue

Skin Tone
Flesh Medium

Golden
Yellow

American
Rose

Soldier
Green

Dijon

Blue Sky

Midnight

Lining Red
Dark

Mario’s 
Light Blue

Skin Tone
Flesh Dark

Golden
Rod

Sunset

Mud
Green

Maroon
Honey

Periwinkle

Moss

Cherry
Bomb

Persian
Blue

Mocha

Bark
Brown

Black 
Cherry

Ombra Raw Umber Maroon

Titanium 
Silver

Skin Tone
Red Medium

Medium
Tone

Mattone

Platinum

Dark 
Salmon

Silver

Extra 
Medium

Dark
Tone

Dark And
Lovely

Sculpting
Black

Black Velvet

Dimension  
Black

Andy’s True
Black

Andy’s Grey
Wash Black

Andy’s
Shading Black



1/2 OZ. Bottle
  

1 OZ. Bottle
 

2 OZ. Bottle
 

4 OZ. Bottle

12 OZ. Bottles  
price may vary.  

Call for more 
information

Available Sizes COMING SOON

#1

Sumi Wash

My Lil’ 
Bronie

Raw Flesh 
Medium

#3

Dark Steel

#18 Suluape
Black

Mystique Stone Cold

Warm Skin

#19

Coal

Green Gold

#5 Sadie
Cheeks

Grandpa 
Grey

Yellow
Sand

Hardwood

Smoothie

#21

Graphit

Hot
Handed

Lamp Black

Lake Show

#2

Formula 23
Original

#23

Nosta
White

Light Khaki

YetiDistilled 
Water

#24

True Blue

Retro

Blush

Mamba 
Blood

#9

#25

Turquoise

Slate

Cedar

#10

#26

Wine

Special
Shading

Chedda

#11

Butter Beer

Coconut

#12

Grey Wash
Medium

Yellow 
Ochre

Gold Fish

Medium
Khaki

#13

Grey Wash
Dark

Army Grey

Lilac

Dark
Orange

Garbage 
Pale Skin

Lumen

Black Sumi

I Don’t 
Care Bear

Raw Flesh
Dark

Champagne

#16

Zuper Black

Raw Flesh
Light

Championship
Yellow

GL Snow 
White Opaque

GL Lemon  
Yellow

GL True
Magenta

GL Mario’s 
Blue

GL Mario’s 
Light Blue

GL Banana 
Cream

GL Blue 
Sky

GL Lining
Black



Nude

Dark Khaki

#17

SB Golden 
Yellow

Organic

Light Blue

#4

PumpkinLight 
Orange

Springfield 
Yellow

#20

Light Tan

The Walking 
Red

#6

Formula 23
Dark

Naples
Yellow Dark

Velma 
Orange

#7

Tan

Formula 23
Medium

#22

Permanent
Green

Why So 
Seriously 
Purple?

Tea

Formula 23
Light

Scarlet Red

Beige Demasi

#8

Yogurt

Dark Grey
Sumi

Mamba
Skin Dark

Alizarin 
Crimson

Light Grey
Sumi

Mamba
Skin Medium

Bright 
Purple

Grey Wash
Light

Yellow 
Green

Mamba
Skin Light

Bright
Yellow

Cloud City

Brown
Midtone

Cowabunga

Purple Haze

#14

Cold
Blooded      

Muse

#15

Marz

Deep Red

Moose

Mint 
Package

Forest 
Green

GL Light
Purple

GL Hard
Orange

GL 
Bright Red

GL Light 
Brown

GL Light 
Green

GL Flesh

GL Bright 
Orange

GL Dark 
Chocolate

GL Lime 
Green

GL Fleshpot

GL Cherry
Bomb



2 OZ.
4 OZ.

4 OZ.1/2 OZ.
1 OZ.

1 OZ.
2 OZ.

10 Pastel Color Tattoo Ink Set Earth Tones Color Tattoo Ink Set
Includes: Rose Pink, Banana Cream, Bahama 
Blue, Baby Blue, Creamsicle, Carol’s Pink,  
Lavender, Peach, Platinum and Seafoam Green.

Includes: Desert Sand Light, Desert Sand Medium, 
Desert Sand Dark, Ochre, Auburn, Milk Chocolate, 
Rusty Brown, Army Green, Earth, and Mud Green.

1 OZ.
2 OZ.
4 OZ.

19 Color Tattoo  
Ink Set

25 Color Tattoo  
Ink Set

Includes: Snow White 
Opaque, Snow White  
Mixing, Lemon Yellow, 
Golden Yellow, Soft  
Orange, Hard Orange, 
Bright Red, Dark Red, True 
Magenta, Light Magenta, 
Light Purple, Dark Purple, 
Mario’s Blue, Mario’s Light 
Blue, Light Green, Dark 
Green, Light Brown, Dark 
Brown, True Black. 

Includes: Dark Chocolate,  
Medium Brown, Bright 
Orange, Bamboo, Flesh, 
Sunburn, Cherry Bomb, 
Lollipop, Sienna, Fleshpot, 
Fuchsia, Koolaid, Grape,  
Periwinkle, Blue Sky,  
Aquamarine, Teal,  
Hunter Green, Dragon 
Green, Grasshopper  
Green, Lime Green,  
Silver, Coco, Mustard  
and Tangerine. 

54 Color Tattoo Ink Set

Includes: 25 Color Set + 10 Pastel Color Set + 19 Color Set
1/2 OZ.  1 OZ.  2 OZ.  4 OZ.

1/2 OZ.
1 OZ.
2 OZ.
4 OZ.

101 Color Tattoo Ink Set

Includes: 54 Color Set (minus True Black) + Mike DeMasi Set + Earth Tones Set + Essential Silvers Set + 
American Rose, Dark Salmon, Deep Indigo, Dodger Blue, Golden Rod, Midnight, Papaya, Patty’s Orange, Persian 
Blue, Pink Panther, Raspberry, Red Cherry, Royal Blue, Ruby Red, Soldier Green, Sweet Candy, Tyler’s Blue,  
Will’s Olive.
1 OZ.  2 OZ.  4 OZ.



Mario Barth Gold Label Tattoo Ink Set
Includes: Snow White Opaque, Bright Red, Fleshpot, True Magenta, Bright 
Orange, Light Green, Hard Orange, Blue Sky, Light Purple, Banana Cream, Lime 
Green, Lining Black, Cherry Bomb, Light Brown, Lemon Yellow, Dark Chocolate, 
Mario’s Blue, Flesh, and Mario’s Light Blue.

1 OZ.

Dragon Color Tattoo 
Ink Set
Includes: Mario’s Dragon Green 
Light, Mario’s Dragon Green 
Dark, Dragon Turquoise, Dragon 
Red, Mario’s Dragon Blue  
Dark and Dragon Yellow.

1 OZ.

Color Lining Series

Includes: Yellow, Red Light, 
Red Dark, Magenta, Purple, 
Blue Light, Blue Dark, Green, 
Brown Light, Brown Dark.

1 OZ.

Power Greys Set [Coming Soon]
Once a Europe exclusive, this set will release in 
North American soon and will include:
Retro, Graphit, Nosta White, Coal, Lamp Black, 
Slate, Special Shading Solution, and Grandpa 
Grey. 1 OZ.



Alex de Pase Advanced Fleshtone Series
Includes: Mattone, Ombra, Pelle, Tufo, 
Magenta, Terra Di Sienna.

1 OZ.

ALEX DE PASE
Alex started tattooing at the age of 14, practicing on his own skin in Italy. It was a hobby then, something that 
occupied his time, but unbeknownst to Alex, he was laying the foundation to what would become one of the most 
prolific careers in the history of tattoo.
Alex can create on a wide range, but he shines when it comes to photorealistic portraits. From immortalizing loved 
ones and iconic characters, to fantasy portraits, his work seems to jump off the skin and exist beyond boundaries. 
With the ability to capture expression and emotion in each portrait while expressing the subtleties that so many 
artists overlook, Alex has become one of the best artists out there.



Steve Butcher 24 Color Set

STEVE BUTCHER

Includes: Stone Cold, Muse, Light Khaki, 
Hardwood, Cold Blooded, Championship Yellow, 
Raw Flesh Dark, Mamba Skin Light, Mamba 
Blood, Lake Show, Raw Flesh Medium, Purple 
Haze, Medium Khaki, Hot Handed, Dark Steel, 
Yellow Sand, Raw Flesh Light, Mamba Skin 
Medium, Green Gold, Dark Khaki, Champagne, 
Army Grey, Warm Skin and Mamba Skin Dark.
 
1 OZ.

For seven years now (and counting), Steve Butcher has learned from and now works alongside the best artists in 
the world, artists such as Carlos Torres, Dean Sacred, Erin Chance, Mick Squires, Nikko Hurtado and Paul Booth 
to name a few. Today, Steve continues to expand his artistry past boundaries, the results of which can only be 
seen to be believed, a style of tattooing know as hyper-realism; a category of tattoo art characterized by the 
depiction of real life and photo-realism.  Steve’s work is characteristically influenced by Pop Culture; ranging from 
portraits of legendary sports icons, musicians and movie stars to portraits of loved ones, comic book characters, 
animals and much more. Though Steve is based in New Zealand, his wanderlust takes him all over the world as 
he continues to learn and share his knowledge and passion for Tattoo Art.



Includes: Miracle Water, White Silk, Let 
There Be Light, Extra Medium, Dark and 
Lovely, Black Velvet.

1 OZ.

Mark Mahoney Gangster Grey Tattoo Ink Set

Many in the business consider Mahoney a living legend. He currently owns and is the principal artist at the Sham-
rock Social Club on Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood, CA. Mahoney started his work as a tattoo artist in Boston 
in 1977 (when tattooing there was illegal), where he was in the midst of the 1970s punk scene. He has stayed 
relevant and influential in the tattoo world ever since. He was a pivotal force during the 1980s black and grey 
movement, and has tattooed some of Hollywood’s biggest names.

Mahoney has said he knew what he “wanted to do” with his life when he was fourteen and hanging around with 
this “little greaser gang” and stepped into Buddy Mott’s Tattoo Spot in Newport, Rhode Island. He said he has 
always been attracted to the idea that tattoos are “art for the people”, art for the everyday man or woman. His early 
inspirations included cars, choppers, and religious artifacts. He is most known for his black and grey work, and 
more specifically images of religious icons, old school collages, girls, bombs, and guns.

When Mahoney first became interested in tattoo art, it was during a time period “when you had to be an outlaw, 
or you had to be a real brave soul to get a tattoo.” With today’s ease of tattoo removal and creams to make the 
process less painful, some of that appeal is gone, he said.

MARK MAHONEY



Bob Tyrrell Advanced Black and Grey Tattoo Ink Formula Set

Includes: High White, Light Tone, Medium 
Tone, Dark Tone, Sculpting Black, Dimension 
Black. 
 
1 OZ.

BOB TYRRELL
Bob was born in Detroit in 1962, but it wasn’t until the early 90’s when he was into his thirties that Bob began tat-
tooing. He was inspired by his artist father who wanted to become an artist in his own right—sketching, drawing, 
and putting his ideas down in an emerging style. After a hiatus, Bob got back into the art scene with his first tattoo 
at the age of 30. and the rest, as they say, is history.

Bob has all the prerequisite skills to be an accomplished tattoo artist, but patience, a skill rarely found among his 
peers, has set him apart. It comes natural to him, and it makes his work extremely detailed as well as prolific.



BORIS FROM HUNGARY
Boris lives and works in the same place he was born—Zalaegerszeg, Hungary. It’s where he made his first tattoo 
in 1992 using amateur equipment, and where he continues to make some of the best tattoos on earth today. He 
sees each of his projects equally important because he knows it is the most important to the person who wears 
it. He completes each of his tattoos as if he was doing it for himself. He treats each one of them as an art piece 
not a piece of work. He also completes each design by being aware of this principle; for him this is the sketch of 
creation.

In between, he’s built an incredible career creating realism and fantasy work that he finds both challenging and 
rewarding. And even though his style really can’t be defined, he likes to push himself to create new things every 
day, working under a single limitation—the confines of the skin.

Boris from Hungary Color Pigment Series Tattoo Ink Set
Includes: Bright Sunshine, In The Spring, Eggshell, Maroon 
Honey, Rubber Doll, Maroon, Sangria, Persian Red, Bark 
Brown, Bulls Blood, Red Cloud, Kakao, Flower Child,  
Liliom, Monacle, Swimming Pool, Ocean, Aqua, Aquarium.

1 OZ.



Chris 51 Geek Ink Set
Includes: Springfield Yellow, The 
Walking Red, Velma Orange, Why 
So Seriously Purple?, Garbage Pale 
Skin, I Don’t Care Bear, My Lil’ Bronie, 
Cloud City, Butter Beer, Mint in Pack-
age, Cowabunga (green) & Mystique 
(blue)

1 OZ.

CHRIS 51
Chris 51 is an alien. He believes it and you will too when you meet him. There is no way a human being could 
accomplish what he has without any sleep, drugs or extraterrestial powers. He wrote columns for three major tat-
too magazines, has published five books on everything from football trivia to poetry. He tattoos around the world, 
teaches business and marketing seminars, is an All-Star father, realized and cast the A&E show Epic Ink. 
He created and runs the Geeksterink Legends Comic con Tattoo Tour, the biggest of its kind in the world. 



Includes: Green, Yellow, Brown, Black, 
Irish Green, Red, Blue, and White.

1 OZ.

Bowery Ink Set by Bowery Stan Moskowitz

BOWERY STAN MOSKOWITZ
“My name is Stanley Moskowitz, and I was born the son of Sailor Willie Moskowitz; who apprenticed under the 
legendary Charlie Wagner. At the age of 12, I did my first tattoo of a flower on my father’s leg as Billy Jones 
(Jonesy) watched- I would later become his apprentice. At 14 years old, I began tattooing full-time on the Bowery, 
and I never looked back. The pigments in this box are the true colors we used down on the Bowery, and my way 
of saying ‘thank you’ to my father and Jonesy by keeping these traditions alive. If you are looking to do real Old 
School style tattoos, then you should only be using these colors and that’s it.”
Thank You for your support. Good luck and God bless tattooing,
Bowery Stan



Andy Engel Essentials Set
Includes: Andy’s Grey Wash Black, Andy’s Shading Black, Andy’s True Black, 
Chartreuse, Dark Plum, Flo’s Green, Mint, Plum, Skin Tone Flesh Dark, Skin 
Tone Flesh Light, Skin Tone Flesh Medium, Skin Tone Natural Dark, Skin Tone 
Natural Extra Light, Skin Tone Natural Light, Skin Tone Natural Medium, Skin 
Tone Red Dark, Skin Tone Red Light, Skin Tone Red Medium, and Weibi’s Red. 

1 OZ.

ANDY ENGEL
As a drummer and a fan of the hard rock scene, Andy Engel fell in love with the art and culture of tattoo long before 
he became one of the most accomplished artists around. In 1995, he finally began to hone his craft, developing a 
range that includes several styles even though he considers his favorite to be realism.

Andy draws inspiration from Bob Tyrrell, Jack Rudy, Liorcifer, Alex de Pase, and Tin-Tin, among many others. 
Additionally, he studies classical artists like Salvador Dali and Michelangelo, using oil, acrylic, coal, and pencil to 
expand his skill set beyond tattoo. Despite his numerous accolades and extensive client list, Andy Engel believes 
that one of his biggest accomplishments is performing breast reconstruction for women diagnosed with breast 
cancer. It’s his way of using his talents to give a little joy back to people who are suffering.



Mike makes some of the most realistic portraits out there, and he has a few keys to creating them. Find the right 
picture, a good reference, choose the perfect colors, and know where to place them.After that, place the portrait in 
the right spot and make sure to pay extra attention to the detail in the eyes. Above all, trust the process. That’s how 
he’s defined a career that’s taken tattooing realistic portraits to a new level. Drawing inspiration from Tony Olivas 
and Mario Barth, Mike is constantly trying to improve himself artistically, mentally, and physically. It’s the drive to 
break new ground that draws him towards Intenze. Mike currently works at Art Junkies Tattoo in Hesperia, CA.

MIKE DEMASI

Mike Demasi The Palette Set

Includes: Beige, Blush, Cedar, Chedda, Coconut, 
Demasi, Gold Fish, Lilac, Lumen, Marz, Moose, Nude, 
Organic, Pumpkin, Sadie Cheeks, Smoothie, Tan, Tea, 
Yogurt, and Yeti.
1 OZ.

Mike DeMasi Color Portrait Set

Includes: Black Cherry, Chestnut, Clay, Coral, Dijon, Dirty 
Beige, Ginger, Midnight, Mocha, Moss, Olive, Raw Umber, 
Raw Umber Light, Salmon, Sand, Steel, Sunset, Swamp 
Green, and Yellow Orchid.
1 OZ.



SHAWN BARBER
Shawn Barber’s body of work focuses primarily on painting, portraiture, and documenting contemporary tattoo 
culture. Barber’s intimate renditions of tattooed individuals balance both meticulous brush strokes and loose 
energy. Figurative in nature, these large paintings take on abstractions with explosive colors, meandering lines 
and paint dripping down the canvas. In ‘The Tattooed Portraits Series’, Shawn has created an homage and study 
of modern tattooing through painting portraits of tattooists and artists, tattooist’s at work, their tools and environ-
ments. Among his extensive achievements, he has taught drawing, painting and the business of art for 16 years at 
various art schools throughout the country. After years of documenting the art of tattoo, it was a logical progression 
to pick up the tattoo machine and add tattooist to his resume.

Shawn Barber Painter’s Palette Set
Includes: Permanent Green, Yellow Green, Dark 
Orange, Alizarin Crimson, Wine, Scarlet Red, 
Bright Yellow, Brown Midtone, Yellow Ochre, 
Forest Green, Turquoise, True Blue, Light Blue, 
Bright Purple, Golden Yellow, Deep Red, Light 
Orange, Naples Yellow Dark, and Light Tan.
1 OZ.



Randy Engelhard Tattoo by Number Set
This massive 26-bottle set (25 color inks, 1 distilled 
mixer) was created with a paint-by-number approach 
to tattooing advanced hair and flesh tones in mind.
This learning formula is included with the set in an 
instructional booklet, covering 3 popular hair tones 
(Black, Brown, Blonde) and 3 popular skin tones 
(Brown, Red, Orange).
Includes: 25 1 oz. advanced tattoo inks, 1 distilled 
mixer, and a 19-page instruction booklet with color 
guides and tips from Randy Engelhard. 1 OZ.

RANDY ENGELHARD
Randy was born in Zuickau Germany in 1978. He started tattooing in 2001, and opened his first shop, Heaven of 
Colours, in 2005. Slowly but surely, his clientele increased in numbers and fame. Today, Randy travels the world 
tattooing at conventions and as a guest artist at different shops.
The first thing that stands out when you meet Randy are the massive muscles, the head bandana, and all his 
colorful tattoos—maybe not in that order. But what also stands out is his personality. Randy has an unparalleled 
enthusiasm for life and the art of tattoo. He’s constantly pushing himself to get better. And that’s the reason he 
turns to Intenze for his ink. The wide range of colors, the quality of ink, and the constant push to innovate coincide 
with what he wants to accomplish as an artist.



 
Gray Wash Kit 

Essentials Silvers Set
 
Japaneze Sumi Set

Included: Gray Wash  
Light, Gray Wash Dark,  
Gray Wash Light.

Included: Blue Silver,  
Purple Silver, and  
Titanium Silver. 

Included: Black Sumi, 
Dark Grey Sumi, Light 
Grey Sumi.

1 OZ.
2 OZ.
4 OZ.

4 OZ. 12 OZ.

Cleanze  
Concentrate

12 OZ.

Color Mixing 
Solution
4 OZ.
12 OZ.

Special Shading 
Solution
4 OZ.
12 OZ.



Intenze Needle Cartridges
One Box of 20 INTENZE Tattoo Needle Cartridges.
Cartridge options include:
ZC1003RLT – 3 Round Liner Tight
ZC1203RL – 3 ROUND LINER
ZC1205RL – 5 ROUND LINER
ZC1207RL – 7 ROUND LINER
ZC1209RL – 9 ROUND LINER
ZC1211RL – 11 ROUND LINER
ZC1214RL – 14 ROUND LINER
ZC1207RS – 7 ROUND SHADER
ZC1209RS – 9 ROUND SHADER
ZC1207M1C-1 – 7 CURVED MAGNUM
ZC1205M1C - 5 CURVED MAGNUM
ZC1209M1C-1 – 9 CURVED MAGNUM
ZC1211M1C-1 – 11 CURVED MAGNUM
ZC1213M1C - 13 CURVED MAGNUM
ZC1215M1C-1 – 15 CURVED MAGNUM
ZC1213M1 – 13 MAGNUM



Intenze One Caps
What makes the One Caps so special?

1. They are a sterile, pre-poured, single use product.

2. They feature a sticky side underneath each cap.

3. Each cap has an interlocking mechanism.

Available as a single 6-cap sleeve. 
Bob Tyrell set Includes one cap of each color from the 
Bob Tyrrell Advanced Black and Grey artist series.

Available colors include:
Light Green, Dark Green, Snow White, Dark Brown, Light Brown, 
Mario’s Blue, Mario’s Light Blue, Soft Orange, True Magenta, Dark 
Purple, Hard Orange, Bright Red, Dark Red, Golden Yellow, Snow 
White Mixing, Light Purple, Lemon Yellow, and a Bob Tyrell One Cap 
Ink Sleeve.



Suluape Black  
Samoan Tribal Tatau Ink

Formula 23 
(Individual and Set)

1 OZ.
17 OZ.

The black tatau ink that passed 
the test of time. INTENZE teamed 
up with the Suluape Tatau family 
of Samoa to create a tattoo ink so 
perfect for tribal tattoos that you’d 
think it was crafted by the Samoans 
themselves.

The new Formula 23 Shading Series 
includes Dark, Medium, and Light 
shading colors, the perfect complement 
to BJ Betts’ original lining formula. 

10 OZ.

Lining Black Tattoo Ink Kit Zuper Black
The Lining Black Tattoo Ink 
Kit features three 4 oz bottles 
of our highly esteemed Lining 
Black tattoo ink. The perfect 
package if you love adding lots 
of strong black outlines to your 
tattoos

Zuper Black tattoo ink, 
the darkest and most 
intense black developed 
by Intenze Tattoo Ink.

4 OZ.

1 OZ.
12 OZ.



Intenze Tattoo 
Safe Guard

Intenze Vita Tat

Intenze Quick Caps

Intenze Travel Case

An innovative INTENZE after-
care cream recommended by 
doctors for treating freshly and 
healed tattooed skin.

Available for purchase in 
individual 100ml tubes. 

Vita Tat is a revolutionary and 
innovative new product de-
veloped by pharmacists that 
gives your skin exactly what it 
needs to heal its best. 

Each bottle contains 60 — 
0.02 oz (659mg) Capsules. 
Check with your primary 
health care provider before 
use.

1 ea. Case / 3 packs of 20 trays 
(each tray contains 50 caps. 
That equals 3,000 caps).

INTENZE’s Tattoo Ink Travel 
Case conveniently carries up 
to 15, 1oz and 1/2oz, INTENZE 
bottles.
Case is TSA approved.





THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORED ARTISTS
FOR BEING SUCH AMAZING EDUCATIONAL

INFLUENCES IN OUR TATTOOING COMMUNITY



SPONSORED ARTIST

My name is Alexei Moroz, I was born, 
live and work in Ukraine. From the very 
childhood I loved something that is not 
ordinary, modern and what everyone 
can not have, I have always been 
attracted to a tattoo. In my 18 years I 
make my firs tattoo for my self, and this 
cultureculture swallowed me up. "After 2 years 
I realized that this is really the profes-
sion that I want to shine all my life and 
be a part of this culture. Now I have 
been doing tattoos 
for 7 years now, and I'm not going to 
stop at what has been achieved, in 
front and at the top, these are the 
words that push me to strive for the 
tops, the leaders of those units that 
others admire.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Lord of the ring and 
Game of thrones

1. Favorite type of food?

Italian food

2. What are your hobbies?

Play on Play Station

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Metal core or audio books

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

Fish, because I like sea

alekseymoroz

ABOUT: 



alekseymoroz



SPONSORED ARTIST

Alex De Pase, artist of the Italian tattoo 
scene, specialized in realistic tattooing 
and portraits. He was born in Grado, in 
the province of Gorizia, in 1975. He 
started tattooing when he was 14 and 
today, after 25 years, he is considered 
as one of the most renown exponents as one of the most renown exponents 
of realistic tattooing in the world, while 
his tattoos are already accounted as 
works of art.  

He currently owns six tattoo studios, 
four in Italy and two in Switzerland, in 
which he directs a staff of more than 
twenty people.twenty people.

As of today’s date he has been featured 
in many articles and magazine covers 
in the most prestigious tattoo magazines 
of the world for years.

2. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Kill Bill

1. Favorite type of food?
Meat

3. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
All Music 

4. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

The first portrait (Maradona)

alexdepase

ABOUT: 



alexdepase



SPONSORED ARTIST

Tattooing has changed my life!!! 
I am grateful for it every day!!! 
My favorite style is free hand 
Horror dark art in black and grey 
and skulls skulls skulls ;)

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Rick and Morty , oceans 13

1. Favorite type of food?

Fish and Chips

2. What are your hobbies?

skulls  , art , cinema , painting.

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Punk , Metal , Rock

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

A fucking tribal on my right leg ! :D
And I wanted to have it 

alexanderkroll

ABOUT: 



alexanderkroll



#INTENZEPRIDE

My name is Anderson Ferreira Almeida, 
better known as TUZINHO! I'm 
38 years old I am a tattoo artist for 
21 years, I was known in Brazil after 
I started to make realism about 6 
years ago!

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Watch my football team! 
*Palmeiras*

1. Favorite type of food?
Pizza
2. What are your hobbies?

Play Football

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Rap brasileiro

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

The first tattoo I did was on me!
I tattooed my first tattoo machine on 
my foot! It was not very good, but one 
of the ones I like the most!

andersonferreiraalmeida

ABOUT: 



andersonferreiraalmeida



SPONSORED ARTIST

I am a tattoo artist from Melbourne Australia. 
But originally from Tasmania. I work mainly 
in color realism. I have been tattooing 
since 2010, And currently work out of 
Oculus Tattoo.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Deadpool

1. Favorite type of food?

Italian
2. What are your hobbies?

Jiu Jitsu

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Hip-Hop, Rap

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

I got a sacred Heart on my stomach when 
I was 18. At the time I probably thought it 
had some amazing meaning, but I guess 
I just wanted to get tattooed. ha

andrewsmith

ABOUT: 



andrewsmith



SPONSORED ARTIST

As a drummer and a fan of the hard rock 
scene, Andy Engel fell in love with the art
and culture of tattoo long before he 
became one of the most accomplished 
artists around.
In 1995, he finally began to hone 
his craft, developing a range that his craft, developing a range that 
includes several styles even though 
he considers his favorite to be realism.
Andy draws inspiration from Bob Tyrrell, 
Jack Rudy, Liorcifer, Alex de Pase, 
and Tin-Tin, among many others. 
Additionally, he studies classical 
artists like Salvador Dali and artists like Salvador Dali and 
Michelangelo, using oil, acrylic, coal, 
and pencil to expand his skill set beyond 
tattoo. Despite his numerous accolades 
and extensive client list, Andy Engel 
believes that one of his biggest 
accomplishments is performing 
breast reconstruction for women breast reconstruction for women 
diagnosed with breast cancer. It’s his 
way of using his talents to give a little 
joy back to people who are suffering.

andyengel

ABOUT: 



andyengel



SPONSORED ARTIST

angelinamengel



angelinamengel



SPONSORED ARTIST

Anjelika Kartasheva is a tattoo artist 
from Russia who specializes in 
photorealism and portraits.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
The film "Chinese Coffee" 
and " and "Silence of the Lambs"

1. Favorite type of food?
Nuts!!! and  pineapple

2. What are your hobbies?

Drawing and playing guitar

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Alternative and Hard rock. 
Sometimes jazz and classic.

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

First tattoo by me was made on me. It is a 
such small triangle. Means nothing. 
And first serious tattoo on client was owl 
in felt boots. I like it till this day.

anjelikakartasheva

ABOUT: 



anjelikakartasheva



SPONSORED ARTIST

benjaminlaukis

Benjamin is a tattoo artist from Melbourne, Australia who spe-
cializes in photorealism and portraits. Benjamin works at the 
Black Mark Tattoo Studio in Australia.

ABOUT: 



benjaminlaukis



SPONSORED ARTIST

benjirocketlauncha

Benji Roketlauncha is a tattoo artist from Australia who 
specializes in realism and portraits.

ABOUT: 



benjirocketlauncha



SPONSORED ARTIST

Bill Salmon lives and works in San Francisco, 
California. Brought into the business under the wing 
of tattoo great Ed Hardy, Bill has tattooed for more 
than three decades during some of the most radical 
waves of tattooing the world has ever seen.

HeHe met his wife, Juni, by legendary Horitoshi 1 at the 
National Tattoo Convention in San Diego in 1987, 
and they have been tattooing together ever since. 
Bill and Juni tattoo daily at their studio Diamond Club 
Tattoo, one of San Francisco’s premier private 
studios.

BillBill left the east coast at a very early age to head out 
to California, and found his way through a music 
career before meeting Ed Hardy and beginning his 
journey as a tattooist. He is the epitome of taking the 
road less traveled in search of greatness, a hallmark 
of any legendary figure. And understanding Bill 
Salmon’s outlook on life and tattooing illuminates a 
biggerbigger picture: an artist’s life must be completely 
immersed in his or her work to get the most out of it.

Bill is humble, constructive while remaining fiercely 
passionate about tattoos, and he has an attitude of 
constant self-improvement and learning. It’s this 
desire to continually perfect his craft that’s impacted 
so many young tattooists in the business, which falls 
directly in line with the level of quality we hope to 
achieve with every bottle of tattoo ink we produce. 
NoNo matter how popular Intenze products become, we 
will always strive for a brighter, better, easier to use 
product, and we are inspired daily by Bill Salmon’s 
quest for improvement and ideas.

ABOUT: 

billsalmon



billsalmon



SPONSORED ARTIST

Been tattooing for 24 years. 
I’ve done art/design work for Nike, 
Adidas, New Balance, Sony Records, 
Atlantic Records, and numerous 
other brands.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Breaking Bad

1. Favorite type of food?

Grilled chicken.

2. What are your hobbies?

Art, music.

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Random mix of hip hop, indie, 
r&b, classic rock

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

Tribal barbed wire. No special meaning at all, trying to do something “easy”

bjbetts

ABOUT: 



bjbetts



SPONSORED ARTIST

You don’t have to stretch the imagination to see where 
Bob Tyrrell draws his influence. Heavy metal and horror 
movies seem to permeate his work in a very amazing way. 
Mostly black and grey, often photo-realistic, but always 
distinctively authentic, Bob Tyrrell has turned himself 
into a legend with his horror style and ability to take 
dark subject matters and transform them into surreal dark subject matters and transform them into surreal 
masterpieces on skin.

  Bob was born in Detroit in 1962, but it wasn’t until the 
early 90’s when he was into his thirties that Bob began 
tattooing. He was inspired by his artist father who wanted 
to become an artist in his own right—sketching, drawing, 
and putting his ideas down in an emerging style. After a 
hiatus, Bob got back into the art scene with his first tattoo hiatus, Bob got back into the art scene with his first tattoo 
at the age of 30. and the rest, as they say, is history.
Bob has all the prerequisite skills to be an accomplished 
tattoo artist, but patience, a skill rarely found among his 
peers, has set him apart. It comes natural to him, and it 
makes his work extremely detailed as well as prolific.

Professionally, Bob is about as successful as it gets. He’s 
tattooed artists like Kid Rock, Uncle Dracketattooed artists like Kid Rock, Uncle Dracker, Troy 
Luccketta, and Pat Lachman. Today he tattoos at large 
conventions and as a guest at tattoo shops around 
the world. But through it all he’s still the same humble 
guy he was when he started. He’s always accessible, 
always friendly, and always up for sharing the knowledge 
he’s accumulated throughout his career.

For his ink, Bob turns to Intenze because he knows what For his ink, Bob turns to Intenze because he knows what 
a quality pigment can do for artists everywhere. The 
blacks and subtle grey hue varieties found in Intenze 
help him create a style all his own. That’s why we 
collaborated with him to develop his own line of Black 
and Grey tattoo ink to help artists everywhere achieve 
what Bob has.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Pain and Fame / Horror Tattoos

1. Favorite type of food?
Filet steak

2. What are your hobbies?

Harley Davidson

bobtyrrell

ABOUT: 



bobtyrrell



SPONSORED ARTIST

Boris was born in 1972 in Zalaegerszeg, Hungary. He 
mademade his first tattoos in 1992 with a still amateur equip-
ment. In the following 2 years he was tattooing anytime 
he had the opportunity to do so, learning the profession 
in an autodidact way - while studying and having a full 
time job at the same time. He opened his first studio in 
his native city in 1995 which operated until 2012 then 
was moved to Vienna in the same year. 

Boris belongs to those whose jobs are also their 
hobbies. He mainly works in fantasy and realistic styles 
of which boundaries he pushes with great curiosity; 
however, each day he likes to try different things out in 
various topics. He is responsive to new things, obvi-
ously keeping the boundaries as much as the skin is to 
provide. He very much appreciates customer request 
withwith meaningful content besides only physical appear-
ing. He is up to unique individual ideas as it inspires his 
imagination; at the same time freedom in creation is 
very important to him in general. He sees each of his 
projects equally important because he knows it is the 
most important to the person who wears it. He com-
pletes each of his tattoos as if he was doing it for 
himself. He treats each one of them as an art piece not 
a piece of work. He also completes each design by 
being aware of this principle; for him this is the sketch 
of creation.

In the last 10 years his customers arrived from all over 
the world and due to this fact he could meet with many 
different cultural and social concepts in his everyday 
life.

Boris is not only continuing daily tattooing, but he is 
actively present in developing, commercializing and 
distributing products of the most popular firms in the 
tattoo industry.

1. Favorite type of food?
Mexican

2. What are your hobbies?

Jogging, reading.

3. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Audiobooks

4. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

Portrait of my children

boris

ABOUT: 



boris



SPONSORED ARTIST

CharlesHuurman

Charles is a tattoo artist from Valencia, Spain who spe-
cializes in abstract photorealism and portraits. Charles 
currently tattoos at his studio in Ireland.

ABOUT: 



charleshuurman



SPONSORED ARTIST

I specialise in black and grey realism 
style. I’ve developed a method 
I call “silver wash” using Intenze inks; 
silver opaque and Intenze grey wash
set. This isn’t anything new, a lot 
of artists do this but I just made it 
my own to suit the way I tattoo. my own to suit the way I tattoo. 
It’s not original but so far I haven’t 
met anyone that does it this particular 
way apart from the few artists I’ve 
taught and shown how to use this 
‘silver wash’ method. 

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

The Untouchables, 
Marley and Me.

1. Favorite type of food?

KFC.

2. What are your hobbies?

Fighting, chess, karaoke.

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Adele, Sam Smith, 90’s rnb, Eminem.

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

First tattoo was on myself and no special 
meaning I just wanted to practice. My first 
tattoo on someone else I think I tattooed 
some flowers on my mum lol

chrisshowstoppr
ABOUT: 



chrisshowstoppr



SPONSORED ARTIST

chris51



chris51 



SPONSORED ARTIST

corehlopez

Coreh Lopez is a tattoo artist from Spain who spe-
cializes in realism and black & grey.

ABOUT: 



corehlopez



#INTENZEPRIDE

I am 35 years old, I graduated as a Master of Arts 
at the Pino Pascali Institute of Art in Bari.  
I have been tattooing for 8 years. I have not 
had masters or someone who followed me in the 
art of tattooing. I learned the techniques by visiting 
various conventions, getting tattooed by professional 
artists abroad and studying various videos artists abroad and studying various videos 
from Youtube. I do not collaborate with anyone 
and I lead my studio of tattoos in Bari, I often try 
to find the opportunity to have new contacts
that give me the chance to grow up by 
participating in conventions. The first one was 
the International Venice Tattoo convention 
followed by that of Budapest,followed by that of Budapest, Athens and the 
Italian tattoo Artists of Turin where I won first 
place in the best Realistic, with the portrait 
of Dexter Morgan. I attended the Milan and Rome
convention. And this year I will also be in 
Florence. I've been published in Inked Magazine 
Italia and this month on World Wide Ink Magazine.
I hope my future will be always growing and uphill.I hope my future will be always growing and uphill.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Mr. nobody

1. Favorite type of food?
Carbonara
2. What are your hobbies?

Playing guitar

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
bring me the horizon

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

My first tattoo was Peter Pan on my arm. 
I was trying to overcome a very bad period. 
So I owe me the first tattoo to have a 
changement in my life. I understood 
immediately i wanted to do that. I wantedimmediately i wanted to do that. I wanted
to have the machine in my hand.

danielestella

ABOUT: 



danielestella



SPONSORED ARTIST

My name is David Costa Paulo; I was born 
May 13, 1976, in Philadelphia-Pennsylvania,
USA. My parents are Portuguese; they 
moved to the United States when they were 
young. So I have dual nationality, because 
I was born and lived in the States for some 
years. I returned to Portugal when I was 8 years. I returned to Portugal when I was 8 
years old. I pursued my academic path, 
finishing college/university, in 2001, 
majoring in architecture.

From, 2012 I have dedicated myself 
entirely to the world of tattoos, which I fell 
in love with, and has always been one of 
my “vices”. So, I professionalized myself my “vices”. So, I professionalized myself 
in this art in 2013. I have a private studio 
at my home town in the small Village of 
Mira, center north of portugal 
next to the sea.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Forest Gump

1. Favorite type of food?
Bacalhau

2. What are your hobbies?

Djing, Cinema, Fishing

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Hip Hop / Electronic Music

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

Skull

davepaulo

ABOUT: 



davepaulo



#INTENZEPRIDE

Born and raised 1982 
in Berlin Germany, 
started 1997 with Graffiti. 

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

The Road, Book of Eli, Interstellar, 
Mitty

1. Favorite type of food?

Asian
2. What are your hobbies?

Exploring the world with our 
Land Rover Defender,
snowboarding, wakeskaten

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Deep house, classic
5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

It was graffiti piece on one of my best friends. 
I was very nervous but it was a beginning 
of a big love with this kind of art.

davidgiersch

ABOUT: 



davidgiersch



SPONSORED ARTIST

Dino Tomic is a tattoo artist from 
Norway who specializes in 
photorealism and portraits.

dinotomic

ABOUT: 



dinotomic



SPONSORED ARTIST

Domantas is a tattoo artist from 
Šiauliai, Lithuania who specializes 
in photorealism and portrait. 
Domantas works at Totemas 
Tattoo Studio.

domantasparvainis

ABOUT: 



domantasparvainis



SPONSORED ARTIST

Lee is a tattoo artist from Seoul, 
South Korea who specializes 
in photorealism, portraits, 
and fantasy work. 

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
The film "Chinese Coffee" 
and " and "Silence of the Lambs"

1. Favorite type of food?
Nuts!!! and  pineapple

2. What are your hobbies?

Drawing and playing guitar

dongkyulee

ABOUT: 



dongkyulee



SPONSORED ARTIST

Dylan is a tattoo artist from 
Sydney, Australia who specializes 
in black & grey and photorealism.

dylanweber

ABOUT: 



dylanweber



SPONSORED ARTIST

evgeniimatsapura

I was born in Kiev, Ukraine. I did my first tattoo when 
I was fourteen years and I was student of Fine Arts 
school. From that time I started to dream to combine 
both careers of tattoo artist and fine artist. I practise 
tattooing for almost 18 years mostly in realistic style 
and at my free time I paint and sculpt. I find inspira-
tion in works of classic art, nature and travelling.

ABOUT: 

Fish
1. Favorite type of food?

Sculpture
2. What are your hobbies?

Brave heart
3. Favorite TV show / movie?

Hard rock
4. What music do you listen to while tattooing?

My first tattoo was viking on my forearm . 
Special meaning because it was first  tattoo 
and it's part of history of my family.

5. What was your first tattoo and did it have 
special meaning for you?



evgeniimatsapura



SPONSORED ARTIST

evgeniyivanov

Evgeniy was still a teenager when he started tattoo-
ing in 1997 in Maritime Navy College. Professionally 
tattooing since 2010, Evgeniy is now the owner and 
founder of the most prominent tattoo studio in Saint 
Petersburg, TATTOO-SPB. Evgeniy is also the 
founder and proud owner of the largest Russian 
web-portal, tattooartists.ru.

Evgeniy loves to experiment with new styles of tat-
tooing, and dares to venture into new artistic direc-
tions.

ABOUT: 



evgeniyivanov



SPONSORED ARTIST

Freddy first fell in love with tattooing during a stint in a 
juvenile detention center at the age of 16.

He was fascinated by the tattoos of a fellow inmate, and 
it was in prison where he started tattooing over a period 
of three years, honing a black and white style all his own 
that’s been dubbed as Chicano. It consists of fine 
lining and shading work that give the tattoos a realistic, lining and shading work that give the tattoos a realistic, 
three-dimensional effect that make them stand out. 
After he was released, Freddy was hired by Ed Hardy to 
work in his East LA shop, Good Time Charlies. It was in 
this shop that Freddy Negrete would become part 
responsible for innovating single needle style tattooing.

Today it is fair to say that Freddy Negrete is one of a 
small group of people heavily responsible for developing small group of people heavily responsible for developing 
one of tattoo culture’s most prolific styles of tattooing. 
Over the course of his career, Negrete has worked 
makeup on several sets including Con Air, Blade, 
Austin Powers, and Blood in, Blood Out. And today 
he works at Mark Mahoney’s Shamrock Social Club 
in Hollywood, CA.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Rumble fish

1. Favorite type of food?

Meat and vegetables
2. What are your hobbies?

Motorcycles, history

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Death metal

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

"B-boy" because I was a break dancer

freddynegrete

ABOUT: 



freddynegrete



SPONSORED ARTIST

I started tattooing in 2010. I do black & 
grey, as well as color tattoos.  
The style that lies closest to my heart 
is realism - creating tattoos in this style 
gives me the most satisfaction.
My main inspiration is the life that 
goes everywhere around me - nature goes everywhere around me - nature 
and the world surrounding me, that 
I can picture in my own way. I try to 
get my inspiration from different 
domains of art - music, painting, 
architecture, and photography.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Fight Club

1. Favorite type of food?
Italian food
2. What are your hobbies?

Music

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Rap,Rock

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

My first tattoo was a Korn song title, 
Korn music is my childhood so it was a 
very important tattoo for myself haha.

gabrielmaniak

ABOUT: 



gabrielmaniak



SPONSORED ARTIST

Gene Coffey is a tattoo artist from Long 
Island City, New York who owns Coffey 
Shop Tattoos.

He worked hard to develop his own 
personal style of tattoos that are 
instantly recognizable as his work. 
Gene is uncompromising in his Gene is uncompromising in his 
approach to tattooing and constantly 
pushes himself to improve his work.

genecoffey

ABOUT: 



genecoffey



SPONSORED ARTIST

Many say that George Mavridis’s work 
ranges from the biblical to the erotic, 
but most agree that the majority of his 
pieces defy any label at all.

After his formative years spent as a 
hooligan nicknamed the Tattooligan, 
George began his professional career George began his professional career 
as a graffiti artist, but turned to tattoo 
because he didn’t like having to paint 
over other peoples’ work. 
From 1996–1999, George worked as 
an amateur artist before opening 
up his own shop, Cover Up.

georgemavridis

ABOUT: 



georgemavridis



SPONSORED ARTIST

Tattooing is Gill Montie’s religion. It’s the one thing 
he knows to be true in life. His hands are his instru-
ments of worship. They’re also his means of survival, 
whether he’s creating an amazing tattoo or back 
alley brawling in some remote corner of the world.

Gill is the ultimate nomad tattoo artist. Never looking 
back, always ready for the next challenge. He travels 
light, fights to the death, and you’ll never see him 
flinch.

HisHis tattoos, both his own and those he creates are 
badges of honor, a coat of arms worn into the battle 
of life. Tattoos tell his story, and the story of others, 
and they are an ever-present reminder of who we 
are.

TheThe Gill Montie skull tattoo is a coveted symbol to 
wear on one’s skin. In fact, it seemed for a while that 
no tattoo artist could get through this life without a 
Gill skull tattoo. That’s just how legendary Gill 
Montie has become, and that’s why he’s an Intenze 
Legend.

ABOUT: 

gillmontie



gillmontie



#INTENZEPRIDE

My name’s Giuseppe Bonelli, I’m 31 years 
old. I’m a Italian tattoo artist, and I love 
to make the realistic tattoos. 
I was very younger when I did my first 
tattoo, 15 years old, and from this 
moment I dreamed to be a tattoo artist.
this dream has come true, and I’m very this dream has come true, and I’m very 
happy because I love to much my work!!! 
I put more and more passion on al my 
works that I do, and I want improve 
day by day. 

What is the most beautiful tattoo 
I've done? Which I still have to do...

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
The walking dead, Rocky

1. Favorite type of food?
Lasagna al forno
2. What are your hobbies?

Draw, soccer and jump horse

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Ed sheeran, sam smith, queen,
Michael Jackson

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

My first tattoo it was a tribal with the weight 
scale and the letters of my family! It was 
very special for me because I was very 
younger,and I love to much my family.

giuseppebonelli

ABOUT: 



giuseppebonelli



SPONSORED ARTIST

Gunnar V is a tattoo artist working in Oslo, Norway. 
Gunnar is from Iceland but moved to Norway in 2014.

“I got into tattooing while living in the U.S. in 2008. 
I was studying Audio Engineering. Music has been 
my passion for a long time but fate intervened. I 
decided to get a sleeve done at this tattoo shop in 
Orlando where I lived. I brought some drawings Orlando where I lived. I brought some drawings 
with me and met with my artist, Ant Iannucci, who 
really liked my drawings and suggested that I should 
try tattooing. I am forever grateful to him for that.

I finished my degree and moved back to Iceland 
and started to work in a recording studio. That was 
my dream, I really loved the job. But I was tattooing 
friends in the evenings and that quickly grew friends in the evenings and that quickly grew 
into something bigger. In 2011 I had to make a 
decision. To stop tattooing and focusing on sound 
or give tattooing my all. I chose the latter.”

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
The film "Chinese Coffee" 
and " and "Silence of the Lambs"

1. Favorite type of food?
Nuts!!! and  pineapple

2. What are your hobbies?

Drawing and playing guitar

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Alternative and Hard rock. 
Sometimes jazz and classic.

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

First tattoo by me was made on me. It is a 
such small triangle. Means nothing. 
And first serious tattoo on client was owl 
in felt boots. I like it till this day.

gunnarvaldimarsson 

ABOUT: 



gunnarvaldimarsson 



SPONSORED ARTIST

I am from Czech Republic. I started 
doing Graffiti 10years ago. This has 
infuenced my tattoo work. I combine 
realism and graphic elements using 
Graffiti as a basis. I start my designs on 
a wall and transfer it to skin this way 
you see the street art and then on you see the street art and then on 
the skin.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Style wars

1. Favorite type of food?

Chinese cuisine

2. What are your hobbies?

Painting, graffiti, dog, 
interior design

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Rap, hip hop,

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

My first tattoo was name of my dog , 
I did it on myself. Haha

igormitrenga

ABOUT: 



igormitrenga



SPONSORED ARTIST

Ivana has been tattooing for 17 years with a style and 
mastery that she’s taught herself ever since graduating 
from high school and landing her first job in a tattoo shop.

Interestingly, someone whose work is classified 
as “funky color” started tattooing in black and grey 
tattoos with only two types of needles—5 liner’s and 
14 round shade14 round shader’s—until she met other influential artists.  
They told her that she couldn’t do colorful tattoos with 
those types of needles. She then started using 
magnums, which helped in elevating her skill to the 
next level.

It was from those initial pieces that Ivana began to 
build from, incorporating her love of street art, graffiti, 
graphic design, paintings and amazing colographic design, paintings and amazing color. 

And while her style continues to evolve over time, 
it’s always distinct and unique.

“I take inspiration from every day of my life,” she says. 
“I’m grateful for every new day and what it offers.”

Although she’s already highly regarded and 
sought after, her career is still blossoming. In addition 
to tattooing, Ivana is a prolific writeto tattooing, Ivana is a prolific writer, with her second 
just released book, “just Love Tattoos & Sushi”.

She’s also a gifted drawer, clothing designer and 
photographer.

Whatever Ivana sets her sights on, her goal is 
to continue growing, and it’s reflected in everything 
she does.  As an artist who made her way to 
the pinnacle of her profession without formal the pinnacle of her profession without formal 
training to a practitioner of living fully, 
Ivana won’t settle—and that’s why we’re such big fans.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
The film "Chinese Coffee" 
and " and "Silence of the Lambs"

1. Favorite type of food?
Nuts!!! and  pineapple

2. What are your hobbies?

Drawing and playing guitar

ivana

ABOUT: 



ivana



SPONSORED ARTIST

(Born in Colombia Medellin Antioquia 9th of 
December of 1987 )

I’m Graphic designer but comic illustrator by passion. 
I started learning about tattooing when I was 17 years 
old when I was introduced to a semi-famous tattooist 
at that time in my city. I really wanted to get a tattoo 
and they told me that he was really good, my intentions and they told me that he was really good, my intentions 
were never to go for an apprenticeship or 
anything like that. I went to the shop and it was 
super bright and it had loads of tattoo flash on the 
wall it was almost like a little casino with a cool 
atmosphere, then this guy asked me for the idea for 
my tattoo and I told him that I wanted a pen and 
some paper to draw it because I didn’t know some paper to draw it because I didn’t know 
how to explain it. (by the way, I hate when people do 
this haha) In the middle of the stress of drawing 
in front these people I came up with some 
terrible designs but he told me that my lines weren’t 
too bad, that maybe I could come to the shop 
to help and learn how to do tattoos. I was just 
finishing school at that time plus I was about to finishing school at that time plus I was about to 
start university it was a difficult time because I was 
really busy but I said yes, he taught me a lot, how 
to do lines, how to make the needles, how to clean 
the shop properly and organise his station, even 
some colour basic theories that at the same time I 
was studying at uni. I was really influenced at that 
moment by graphic design, punk rock, gramoment by graphic design, punk rock, graffiti’s,comic
art it was like an understanding one single thing 
by two different way with one purpose.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
The film "Chinese Coffee" 
and " and "Silence of the Lambs"

1. Favorite type of food?
Nuts!!! and  pineapple

2. What are your hobbies?

Drawing and playing guitar

jairocarmona

ABOUT: 



jairocarmona



SPONSORED ARTIST

On my 23rd year tattooing and still 
picking up new stuff, working also as 
a educator on the side with focus on 
workplace hygiene and I am currently 
running the biggest platform for this in 
Scandinavia. Learned early that I don’t 
need to live large to live well, need to live large to live well, 
tattooing has been epicly rewarding in 
so many aspects that dosnt include 
money or fame.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Twin peaks , True romance

1. Favorite type of food?

Anything cooked with love.

2. What are your hobbies?

My boat and the sea.

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

The Cadillac Three
5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

Well it was on my self, and yea, it was sort 
of special. it came out pretty ok and not long 
in to it i felt that tattooing could really be 
something for me to do.It was the first time 
I got the feeling I was on to something I got the feeling I was on to something 
quite special for my self and I could really 
see a future doing it.

jensbergström

ABOUT: 



jensbergström



SPONSORED ARTIST

At age 16 I wasn’t a great student and the only thing 
I was really passionate about was drawing and playing 
my guitar. Only by pure coincidence I was introduced 
to the idea of using my creative interests in tattoo, 
when a friend suggested that I could apply for an 
apprenticeship at a tattoo shop. Tattoos weren’t as 
popular 20 years ago as they are now and I had no popular 20 years ago as they are now and I had no 
idea how ‘tattoo’ would change my life when I 
walked through the door of a local tattoo shop with 
my sketchbook under my arm as a young teenager. 
Back in the days, the beginnings where tough as a 
shop apprentice and I spent  (a lot!) of time 
cleaning, soldering needles and drawing commercial 
flash sheets.  It wasn’t till I went to visit a tattoo flash sheets.  It wasn’t till I went to visit a tattoo 
convention in Madrid in 2000 that I got introduced 
to what you could really create with tattoo. I was blown 
away by the work I had seen from artists like Paul Booth, 
Robert Hernandez and TinTin that it motivated 
me to explore all the possibilities of tattooing 
and open my own shop.

My beginnings were long and hard. From the 17 years My beginnings were long and hard. From the 17 years 
I have been tattooing, I consider I have only started 
creating the things I love to do a couple of years ago.  
At the moment I really enjoy tattooing horror inspired 
pieces with texture and color. It’s not the most popular 
genre in the area I live in, but I really get a kick from 
the darkness and texture in my tattoos. Getting to see 
my work from many years ago, I feel very strongly my work from many years ago, I feel very strongly 
about creating solid and durable pieces. When I design 
a tattoo, I am looking for much more than an impressive 
photograph to upload on to my social media, my aim is 
that my client’s tattoos look amazing even after they 
are healed and for years to come.”

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Dracula

1. Favorite type of food?
Anything
2. What are your hobbies?

Play guitar

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Usually rock and jazz

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

A polynesian band around my ankle. 
Symbolizes protection and strength of the
family.

josegonzalez

ABOUT: 



josegonzalez



SPONSORED ARTIST

My name is Julian Siebert, I’m 31 years old and have
my own shop - the Corpsepainter Tattoo - in 
Munich/Germany. I’m tattooing now for 13 years and 
love to do large scale pieces in different kind of styles. 
I learned tattooing in a Oldschool way, thats why 
its important to me to do bold lines and high contrast 
My Style is a mix of my own drawings and also My Style is a mix of my own drawings and also 
realistic element. All my designs are based on the 
ideas of my clients and I’m always excited for 
new projects.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Terminator 2

1. Favorite type of food?
Steak
2. What are your hobbies?

Drawing & Sauna

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
From Slayer to Abba everything

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

A scratchy skull on my own leg just
to remember what you will do on 
your clients.

juliansiebert

ABOUT: 



juliansiebert



SPONSORED ARTIST

Born in Krakow, Poland, Kamil has risen through the 
ranks of great artists over the years. Drawing from 
others like Mario Barth, Tin-Tin, Robert Hernandez, 
and Boris, Kamil has managed to create a style and 
voice all his own.
Back when Kamil started, tattoo was a fringe art. Drawn
to the craft during art school where he studied to the craft during art school where he studied 
sculpture, he began, like most artists in Poland, 
by making his own ink and soldering his own 
needles. It was an industry that barely existed, but 
that was something Kamil and his fellow artists 
were determined to change.
Initially drawn to black and gray work, Kamil quickly 
branched out into creating beautiful, vibrant pieces branched out into creating beautiful, vibrant pieces 
that feature epic themes. Gorgeous female nudes, 
creatures from beyond, and gore scenes all play 
a central role. It comes from a deep appreciation 
of the power of symbolism that he enjoys working 
into his designs. Key to his success during his 
career has been a dedication to art and a commitment 
to finding his own voice.to finding his own voice. Through it all, he credits hard 
work and a deep immersion in art—something he 
challenges up-and-coming artists to work on. “You have
to study art,” he says. “You can’t just start tattooing. 
Work on your technique and great work will follow.”

kamilterczynski

ABOUT: 



kamilterczynski



SPONSORED ARTIST

Up until the age of 17, Kari Barba had never seen a tattoo. 
However, she had spent her whole life creating art. As fate 
would have it, Kari was at home drawing one day when her 
friend Neil, a tattoo artist, stopped by. He saw her work 
and suggested she try tattooing. She gave it a go and the 
moment she tried it, she was hooked. She looked forward 
to marking the skin as her new way of artistic expression 
and it brought her art to an unexpected place.and it brought her art to an unexpected place.

Kari Barba officially began tattooing in 1979 at the age of 
19 and she hasn’t stopped or slowed down since. Once 
her professional tattoo career started, it launched big 
dreams for Kari including leaving her native Minnesota for 
sunny California to open a tattoo studio. Her very first 
award was won at a convention in Seattle, WA. From that 
humble beginning, she has gone on to win 500+ industry 
awardsawards including: “Best Tattooist” three times, “Best 
Overseas Artist,” and a Lifetime Achievement award. Kari 
is also the only person to have ever won First Place in 
every category at a single tattoo convention.

Despite an uncertain beginning in a very competitive 
industry, Kari has successfully run her own business for 35 
years. Outer Limits Tattoo is one of the most prestigious 
tattoo studios in Southern California. Kari has spent her 
career crushing presumptions and prejudices while also 
being a huge catalyst for dramatically improving cleanli-
ness of tattoo shops. By implementing sterile practices as 
aa standard in her own shops, others in the industry had no 
choice but to follow suit.

ABOUT: 

Sushi
1. Favorite type of food?

Hiking, golfing, being outdoors, and painting
2. What are your hobbies?

What Dreams May Come
3. Favorite TV show / movie?

Currently, Kari's most enjoys tattooing Realism, Portraits, 
Asian-styles, and Trash Polka. Challenges drive her. She also 
offers areola reconstruction and related tattoos for those who 
have undergone breast cancer surgery. When she isn’t tattoo-
ing, she is still an active and prolific painter working in oil paints 
with a focus on details. She is also currently on the prestigious 
panel of judges at the annual Le Mondial du Tatouage Conven-
tion in Paris, she was a large contributor and part of the Natural 
History Museum of Los Angeles’ (NHMLA) TATTOO: An Exhibi-
tion, she is a large contributor for the upcoming INK tattoo exhi-
bition at the Museum of Latin American Art (MOLAA), and has 
also created art for Affliction apparel.

6. Anything else you'd like us to know about you? 

Blues or singable music
4. What music do you listen to while tattooing?

The first tattoo I received was a little mouse, 
and there was no meaning at all!

5. What was your first tattoo and did it have 
special meaning for you?

karibarba



karibarba



SPONSORED ARTIST

I graduated art school in two years while 
I was in college and music school in my 
childhood.
I love painting very much and that 
exactly affected the choice of my 
future profession.

Im tattoo artist since 2015 yeaIm tattoo artist since 2015 year. 
All my time is dedicated working 
and being with my husband, 
without whom I wouldn't be here 
and had be completely lost.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
The film "Chinese Coffee" 
and " and "Silence of the Lambs"

1. Favorite type of food?
Nuts!!! and  pineapple

2. What are your hobbies?

Drawing and playing guitar

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Alternative and Hard rock. 
Sometimes jazz and classic.

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

First tattoo by me was made on me. It is a 
such small triangle. Means nothing. 
And first serious tattoo on client was owl 
in felt boots. I like it till this day.

katyamerinova

ABOUT: 



katyamerinova



SPONSORED ARTIST

kirillnimenko

Kirill Nimenko is a tattoo artist from Russia who spe-
cializes in black & grey and realism.

ABOUT: 



kirillnimenko



SPONSORED ARTIST

lalhardy

In the United Kingdom, Lal Hardy’s name is synony-
mous with the craft and history of tattooing. And it 
should be.

He grew up during the Teddy Boy revival and the 
punk rock scene of the late 70s, and his life as a 
tattoo artist spans the decades in between.

As a tattoo artist during such a pivotal time in tattoo 
history, Lal has had the experiences of both worlds in 
ways few other artists today ever will. Being left to 
his own devices, Lal has become an unconventional 
artist in many ways, but figuring out tattooing with a 
hands-on approach has also led him to break 
through new barriers in the art. Not having a tradi-
tionaltional apprenticeship opened him up to approach tra-
ditional techniques from new angles.

Lal’s work spans different subject matters and finds 
its influences in traditional old school tattooing all 
the way to Eastern Asian influences and realism that 
rivals any modern day tattoo artist.

Lal Hardy is what it means to be a self-made man in 
the tattoo industry. He is the embodiment of determi-
nation. His life’s work has been devoted to the craft 
and the culture of tattooing, as well as the preserva-
tion of that legacy. Lal Hardy never gives up, and 
never stops amazing us with his work and his influ-
ence on tattoo culture.

ABOUT: 

lalhardy



lalhardy



SPONSORED ARTIST

Levi Barnett has been tattooing for 5 
years and works under his own name 
out of a private studio. Inspired by 
street artists like Smug and Rone and 
tattooists like Eugune Knish, Fred Flores, 
and Adam Perjatel, Levi focuses on 
realism and wishes to eventually have realism and wishes to eventually have 
his own studio.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
The film "Chinese Coffee" 
and " and "Silence of the Lambs"

1. Favorite type of food?
Nuts!!! and  pineapple

2. What are your hobbies?

Drawing and playing guitar

levibarnett

ABOUT: 



levibarnett



SPONSORED ARTIST

londonreese

London was born in a melting pot of culture. Orange County, Califor-
nia, was a place where punk rock, hardcore, hip hop, and surf culture 
all melded into one. It formed a unique style that helped London 
borrow the best of multiple world and form his own unique voice.

Youth, for London, was also heavily influenced by art. An avid drawer 
since the time he could walk, he was obsessed with art. His parents 
fueled and encouraged that obsession with as many art supplies as 
he needed.

GraduallGradually, his obsession with drawing gave way to a passion for 
tattoo. “I drowned myself in the art of tattoo and never looked back,” 
London recalls. The bright colors and imagery of his youth and birth-
place spoke to him. He knew what he was meant to do, and it’s some-
thing he’s pursued with passion ever since.

It’s that passion that defines London’s work, and what he believes 
separates great artists from the rest of the pack. “You have to want to 
push yourself to be better,” he says. “If you’re the same artist today 
that you were five years ago, you’re not working hard enough.” 
London first noticed this passion when he began working as an 
apprentice, and beyond money and fame, it’s what’s stayed with him 
ever since.

WhatWhat sets London’s work apart and makes him truly great is his use 
of color, and that’s why he uses Intenze. “I like the array of options 
that Intenze provides,” he says. “There’s so many that I know I can 
mix them in so many ways that I can create any color scheme that I 
can think of. There’s also the quality that comes with Intenze. I want 
my tattoos to stand the test of time, and with this ink, I know they will.”

TToday London Reese works at Vatican Studios in his hometown of 
Orange County.

ABOUT: 



londonreese



SPONSORED ARTIST

mao

Living and working out of Madrid, Spain, Mao is a 
fixture in European tattooing and has been for more 
than three decades. While his work runs parallel to 
modern tattooing, he still exists in a world where the 
art is still part of society’s outer fringe.

MaoMao’s clientele is a mixture of that cultural fringe as 
well as the mainstream, and as a biker at heart, he 
loves every minute of tattooing his peers. And even 
though his clientele has shifted over the years, his 
passion for tattooing the rough and tough—the 
bikers and gangsters he once lived alongside—will 
never change.

WhileWhile Mao relishes the old traditions, he also 
embraces the future of tattooing. While he values the 
lifestyle, the freedom, and the respect for the tattoo 
artist, he also lifts up other younger artists, taking 
them under his wing and passing on his legacy 
through training and experience. That’s because 
Mao’s mantra is, “It’s all about respect. If you give it, 
you receive it, and everything starts there.”you receive it, and everything starts there.”

Similarly, Intenze strives to create for the future 
while embracing the past. Knowing where tattooing 
comes from is the only way to propel it into the 
future—and deep connections to the heritage, and 
an intimate connection to its roots, is the only way 
that is possible. Like Mao, Intenze strives to bridge 
the gap between the past and the future, and the gap 
betweenbetween the desire to create, and the results in the 
skin.

ABOUT: 



mao



SPONSORED ARTIST

Winner of Pain and Fame TV show and co-creator 
of the newly relaseased POWER GREY set from 
INTENZE. Marco is a master Tattoo artist and 
Industry Educator.

marcoklose

ABOUT: 



marcoklose



#INTENZEPRIDE

2009: started with tattooing

2010: first time working in a tattoo-shop 
in Mannheim/Germany

2012: opened my first small tattoo-shop 
in Ketsch/Germany

2016: opened one of the biggest tattoo 
shops in germanshops in germany. With over 10 tattoo 
workplaces, live stage for tattoo-
workshops or shows, barber & 
hairstylist area, online shop, 
beauty area with tattoo removal,
lounge with cold & hot drinks, 
one small casino area.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Vikings

1. Favorite type of food?
Healthy food
2. What are your hobbies?

Gym & Hiking

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Classic music

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

My first Tattoo was on my back. 
I started when i was 18 years old. 
My ink on my body is 
still in progress... :D

marcopikass

ABOUT: 



marcopikass



SPONSORED ARTIST

My name is Marek Pawlik, everyone knows me as 
Marzan. I was born in Silesia, Poland in 1978.

Ever since I left school I wanted to be a tattooer.
I always knew I can make it. There was no 
YouTube shorts and articles about tattooing that 
time, so it was a long bridge to cross and a long 
way to walk but I was determined to get the knowledge. way to walk but I was determined to get the knowledge. 

First I've started with home experiments. 
Later - in 1998 I've opened one of the first professional 
tattoo shops in my region - Sauron Tattoo Studio. 
As I wanted to develop my experience, I was looking
for something more and started to pierce people. 
Swiftly, I have realized there was a place for piercing 
and body modification on professional basis in Poland, and body modification on professional basis in Poland, 
and in 1999 I became the exclusive distributor of the
 best body piercing company - The Wildcat Collection. 
The atmosphere of family relations and trust made me 
work with them till these days .

I've been going to international tattoo conventions 
since 2000. I have won more than 80 prizes and 
feel satisfied with my work being recognized.feel satisfied with my work being recognized.
To improve my work I constantly travel and share 
my opinion and experience with other professionals. 

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Back to the Future

1. Favorite type of food?
Vegan Thai and Indian
2. What are your hobbies?

Hiking

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Almost every type is good from Rap 
to Hard Core

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

I did my first tattoo on my own leg.
it meant a lot to me because that very 
moment I realized that this is what 
I want to do till the rest of my life.

marekpawlik

ABOUT: 



marekpawlik



#INTENZEPRIDE

I was born in Czechoslovakia, little while 
ago. That long ago that this country does 
not exist any more. That how old I am. 
In 2005 I have managed to sail on steel 
wings to Aotearoa - New Zealand. 
I have made my way through various 
jobs, at orchards, wineries to engineering jobs, at orchards, wineries to engineering 
(since I have Master's Degree 
in Mechanical Engineering ;)), just to 
ditch it for the Art of Tattooing. 
And I am happy to say it was the best 
choice I have made so far. 
I have an amazing partner and a little 
studio (The Gallery Customstudio (The Gallery Custom Tattoo) 
with few amazing colleagues 
in Wellington. Work wise I swing 
between realism - abstract and - 
watercolour style.

I am always trying 
to create and upgrade my art 
techniques so what ever I am techniques so what ever I am 
doing it is always developing in 
one way or another.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Amazing Race

1. Favorite type of food?

anything spice asian ;)

2. What are your hobbies?

tattoo, bmx, football, 
videogame, gym

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

anything chilled out

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

My very first were two Chinese characters for 
freedom, wrote on a piece of paper by couple 
of Chinese friends I have met in New Zealand. 
Whole thing took 40 minutes. 2 Days later I 
was back at the studio and got a McGregor was back at the studio and got a McGregor 
Clan crest done on my back in 5 hour session.

mariogregor

ABOUT: 



mariogregor



SPONSORED ARTIST

Mark Mahoney, one of the most iconic tattoo artists 
of our time, is the proprietor and premier artist of the 
Shamrock Social Club, located in the heart of Holly-
wood on Sunset Boulevard.

His career spans three decades, during which he has 
been a major influence in each wave of change that 
tattoo culture has experienced in mainstream 
America. Mark was there during the underground 
punk scene of the 70s, during the black and gray 
movement of East L.A. in the 80s, and now during 
the mainstream popularity of tattoo art in the Holly-
wood scene.wood scene.

Mark’s shop has always carried a theme: “Where the 
Elite and the Underworld Meet.” Each of Mark’s 
designs are commissioned art pieces demonstrating 
the warrior mentality that Mark himself has known 
and experienced.

From his teenage years in the streets of Boston to 
his work as a tattoo artist in the heart of L.A., Mark 
brings a world of experience into each and every 
facet of the artwork he creates, and it can be seen in 
the precision, design, and detail he adds to the craft.

ABOUT: 
markmahoney



markmahoney



SPONSORED ARTIST

markwosgerau

Mark Wosgerau is a tattoo artist from Denmark who 
owns Sinners Ink Tattoo and specializes in black & 
grey and photorealism.

ABOUT: 



markwosgerau



SPONSORED ARTIST

Im from Brasil, 29 years old, start 
tattooing with 18 years old now with 
11 years of experience.
Tattoo artist of realistic style but 
studied every styles before.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Pirates of the caribbean

1. Favorite type of food?
Brazilian Barbecue
2. What are your hobbies?

Travel

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Hip hop, reggae and rock

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

A medieval Dragon on my right arm!
Yes I start tattoing after I this get this one

mateuswilsinski

ABOUT: 



mateuswilsinski



SPONSORED ARTIST

Mihail Storozhenko is a tattoo artist from 
Russia who specializes in portrait 
and realism.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Rumble fish

1. Favorite type of food?

Meat and vegetables
2. What are your hobbies?

Motorcycles, history

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Death metal

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

"B-boy" because I was a break dancer

mihailstorozhenko

ABOUT: 



SPONSORED ARTIST

Mike DeMasi I’ve been tattooing for over 
20yrs now. It’s hard to believe it’s been 
that long already. I believe passing on 
our knowledge, and skill set has always 
been a must that way we can all see 
the growth in our industry. And I have 
stayed true to that since the beginning, stayed true to that since the beginning, 
the evelatuion of tattooing is still 
growing, and just excited to be a part 
of it, and honored to watch it grow.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Rocky

1. Favorite type of food?

Mexican

2. What are your hobbies?

Working out & jujitsu

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Metallica

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

My first tattoo was the Metallica logo. 
It’s  honestly the start of it all for me, 
I got that tattooed when I was 15 and 
from that point on I knew I was gonna be 
a tattoo artist.a tattoo artist.

mikedemasi

ABOUT: 



mikedemasi



SPONSORED ARTIST

Founder and owner of the 
BLACK BAROCK Art Palace in 
essen Germany ,Moni Marino is 
starting with tattoo since 1993. In 
Europe and across the World, She 
is known mainly as a specialist for 
Photorealistic style.Photorealistic style.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Scarface

1. Favorite type of food?

Italian
2. What are your hobbies?

Creating art in any form, 
dogs lover, to make my 
beautiful life complicated;)

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Depends on what kind of design
i’m tattooing and what feeling I have.

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

An M letter on my arm, done by 
myself with one needle and 
Pelikan ink.

monimarino

ABOUT: 



monimarino



#INTENZEPRIDE

Studied Media Computer Science, 
Worked as a Graphic Designer 
and web developer. Started 
Tattooing 2011 and opened my own 
Studio 2013.I enjoy combining styles 
and I'm always open to learn something 
nenew. Influences can come from 
everywhere if you keep your eyes open.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

The Office

1. Favorite type of food?

Everything that's prepared 
with passion
2. What are your hobbies?

MMA/BJJ, Surfing, Painting, 
Outdoors

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Old Rock, 90s Hip Hop, Electronic, Metal

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

A Symbol on my shoulder that's stands for 
the equality for good and evil. I was 16

moriseror

ABOUT: 



moriseror



SPONSORED ARTIST

Growing up between Italy, 
France and England , and later traveling 
all over the globe. Coming from a family 
of artists from my mother side, I had the 
chance to stay in the artists world with
the tattooing and make it become from
a passion to a work and from a work to a passion to a work and from a work to 
a real life still. 
 
Being self taught in 1999, my 
techniques and style are sometimes 
unconventional. All of my works are 
coming out from mix of instinct, 
curiosity and a true desire to achieve curiosity and a true desire to achieve 
something unique. This process as 
make me become who i am now, 
learning everyday from tattooing and 
pushing me always a step forward. 
My clients are amazing and as i say 
it’s always a collaboration between us, 
nothing can be done if there is nothing can be done if there is 
no equilibrium between the customer 
and the artist. 
 
With plenty of tough life lessons coupled 
with worldly travels and influences from 
artists abroad, my style continues to grow
and evolve. and evolve. 

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Not a tv fan, my favorite 
movie “silence of the lamb”

1. Favorite type of food?
After Italian food, Asian
2. What are your hobbies?

No time for hobbies, 
i’m living a busy life ahaha

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
hip hop and house music but
love all kind of music

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

No meaning, it was a freehand tribal,,,
they where very popular in Italy 
at the time.

murranbilli

ABOUT: 



murranbilli



SPONSORED ARTIST

pavelkrasnyak

Pavel is a tattoo artist from Russia who specializes 
in photorealism, black and grey, and color portraits.

PavelPavel has had a passion for drawing ever since 
childhood. But where he’s from, there were no 
adequate art schools to attend — so Pavel had to 
stick to learning the traditional way: from books. 
Once he moved to Irkutsk and joined his first tattoo 
studio as an apprentice there in 2010, he knew 
where his calling in life would be. Since then, he has 
beenbeen traveling to conventions across the world, con-
stantly seeking to improve his art and expand his 
horizons.

ABOUT: 



pavelkrasnyak



SPONSORED ARTIST

Patience and keeping an open mind is 
key to becoming a great artist. Dedicated, 
driven, and passionate about his work, 
Pedro seeks out any opportunity 
he can to meet new artists from 
around the world. He believes 
that every artist has something that every artist has something 
to share with you that you can learn 
and come to respect.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Schindler List

1. Favorite type of food?

Asian food

2. What are your hobbies?

Practice surf

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Anything Music

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

A Dragon on my rigth arm  
it’s very important because 
it was my first drawing.

pedroacosta

ABOUT: 



pedroacosta



#INTENZEPRIDE

I’m 25 years old. I’m from Apulia, 
south Italy.I’ve an high school diploma 
but I changed my life starting tattooing 
2 years and a half ago. Since that 
moment I’ve never left my tattoo 
machine. I studied with Alex De Pase 
at his academy and now I work in at his academy and now I work in 
one of his tattoo stores.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

8 mile

1. Favorite type of food?

Parmigiana 
(traditional italian food)
2. What are your hobbies?

I love play football

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Hip Hop

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

My first tattoo is still special for me. It was the 
first time that I took a tattoo machine in my 
hands. I tattooed a friend of mine, a tattoo 
artist working in my birth place. 
One year after I unwillingly had One year after I unwillingly had 
to cover it.

pierpaolorizzitiello

ABOUT: 



pierpaolorizzitiello



SPONSORED ARTIST

piotrdedel

“I started tattooing in 2006, after 1,5 year of working 
at home I started cooperation with 1st proffesional 
shop in Kraków (Poland). 2011-14 onthe road (Scot-
land, Switzerland, China..) making guestspots and 
many conventions all over Europe. 2014-2017 spent 
in London at Kamil Tattoos From march 2018 until 
now cooperating with Victor Portugal's  Darktimes 
TTattoo and Art Gallery in Kraków”

ABOUT: 

Vegetarian
1. Favorite type of food?

Making music, guitars, drums, bike, travels
2. What are your hobbies?

Nightmare on Elm Street
3. Favorite TV show / movie?

Psychodelic Surrealism
6. Anything else you'd like us to know about you? 

Metal/ Rock
4. What music do you listen to while tattooing?

Little person on my leg (2cm high) I did with 
sewing needle and ink from the pencil. I did it 
when I was 10. No meaning, I was just curious 
how is it possible to draw like that. And still I 
have it.

5. What was your first tattoo and did it have 
special meaning for you?



piotrdedel



SPONSORED ARTIST

seunghyunpotterjo

Seunghyun Jo is a tattoo artist from Seoul, South 
Korea who specializes in photorealism, portraits, 
and fantasy work. Seunghyun Jo currently tattoos in 
Toronto, Canada.

ABOUT: 



seunghyunpotterjo



SPONSORED ARTIST

raimomarti

Raimo is a tattoo artist working out of his own studio, 
Black Mirror Tattoo in Copenhagen, Denmark. Raimo 
has been tattooing for a little more than 3 years and 
came into the tattoo business with an artistic back-
ground painting oil paintings. Raimo’s preferred style 
is Black and Grey realism.

ABOUT: 



raimomarti



SPONSORED ARTIST

Tattooing almost 20 years, special is in 
realistic tattoos. I love my two dogs 
Madball and Cooper and my little family.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Pain and Fame / Horror Tattoos

1. Favorite type of food?
Filet steak

2. What are your hobbies?

Harley Davidson

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Hardcore / sometimes House / Rock

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

A small dragon , I was stupid!

randyengelhard

ABOUT: 



randyengelhard



SPONSORED ARTIST

Remis is a tattoo artist from Lithuania, 
who specializes in realism. He is currently 
tattooing in both of his studios in 
Dublin, Ireland and Kaunas, Lithuania.

He has always enjoyed drawing/painting 
realistic portraits and attains 
inspiration from his love of photographinspiration from his love of photography.

This allows him to bring his tattoos to 
life from photographs. After many years 
of tattooing, using various different 
styles and techniques, he has composed 
his own realistic signature style which 
is so evident in his striking work.

He enjoys traveling, and you can find He enjoys traveling, and you can find 
him at numerous tattoo conventions 
around the globe.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
The film "Chinese Coffee" 
and " and "Silence of the Lambs"

1. Favorite type of food?
Nuts!!! and  pineapple

2. What are your hobbies?

Drawing and playing guitar

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Alternative and Hard rock. 
Sometimes jazz and classic.

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

First tattoo by me was made on me. It is a 
such small triangle. Means nothing. 
And first serious tattoo on client was owl 
in felt boots. I like it till this day.

remiscizauskas

ABOUT: 



remiscizauskas



#INTENZEPRIDE

I was born on 05/20/1989 in a small 
village in the interior of Rio Grande 
do Sul, Brazil. From an early age, I 
demonstrated drawing skills. 
Many years later I had my first contact 
with the art of tattooing. In 2013 I 
started my career as a professional started my career as a professional 
tattoo artist, I set up my Studio and 
became obsessed with the art of 
tattooing. Since then I have been 
nationally and internationally renowned 
in art, winning awards in tattoo 
designs, having some of my works 
published by specialized media, published by specialized media, 
receiving invitations to tattoo in 
various studio around the world.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
lorde of the rings, Matrix nas 
Quentin Tarantino Movies

1. Favorite type of food?

vegetarian food
2. What are your hobbies?

playing video games, reading, 
meditating, traveling, cooking 
and Painting

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Metallica, Pantera, Rollin Stones, Blues, 
Post Malone, Ice Cube, Snoop Dog
5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

I made my first tattoo when I was eleven 
years old. It is special because it was my 
first contact with ancient art.Thirteen 
years later, I did my first realist tattoo 
on my wife, this one also marked on my wife, this one also marked 
me, because through this work 
I discovered my vocation

ricardociechorski

ABOUT: 



ricardociechorski



SPONSORED ARTIST

Robert is a tattoo artist from Portugal 
who started tattooing in 2011 and 
specializes in photorealism and color 
portraits. Robert works at Piranha 
Tattoo Studios.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Pain and Fame / Horror Tattoos

1. Favorite type of food?
Filet steak

2. What are your hobbies?

Harley Davidson

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Hardcore / sometimes House / Rock

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

A small dragon , I was stupid!

robertzyla

ABOUT: 



robertzyla



SPONSORED ARTIST

ronaldhorta

Ronald Horta is a tattoo artist from Colombia who 
specializes in photorealism.

ABOUT: 



ronaldhorta



#INTENZEPRIDE

Born in Guatemala City to a single mother in the 
midst of a bitter civil war, Ruben sought solace in 
the arts. Through hard work and determination, 
Ruben was able to earn academic scholarships 
all the way through college, where he studied music. 
Although he is still passionate about music, 
he discovered that his true talent lay in drawing.he discovered that his true talent lay in drawing.
From that point forward, Ruben dropped everything 
to become a tattoo artist. Ruben honed his craft 
and eventually opened Graveyard Tattoo in early 
2013 in Antigua, Guatemala. He quickly caught 
attention internationally and was invited to work 
alongside Megan Massacre in her shop. Today, 
Ruben lives and works in NYC with his wife and Ruben lives and works in NYC with his wife and 
2 children. You can find him at Grit n Glory on 
the Lower East Side, Manhattan.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
The Exorcist, horror movies 
in general

1. Favorite type of food?
Mole and NY Pizza
2. What are your hobbies?

Metal concerts, play guitar

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Metal, from heavy, thrash to Death Metal 
when I get tired

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

It was Eddie from Iron Maiden holding a 
guitar, it meant the beginning of my 
artistic career, that started with music 
and moved to tattooing.

rubenbarahona

ABOUT: 



rubenbarahona



SPONSORED ARTIST

samuelpotuček 

“My inspiration is first my customers. Second from 
that, my own eyes, and the momentary feelings I get 
from them.”

SamuelSamuel began tattooing in 2009, but his love for art 
began much earlier. Fascinated not only by tattoos 
but also by paintings, Samuel frequently tries to 
bring the art of painting into his work, practicing his 
oil painting skills nearly every day, and refers to his 
style as “painterly realism.”
SamuelSamuel’s goal is to travel to as many tattoo conven-
tions worldwide as he can, and not only win competi-
tions, but also find a greater inspiration for his work. 
Though careful not to allow other artists to influence 
him too deeply, he lets his own eyes inspire him.

ABOUT: 



samuelpotuček 



SPONSORED ARTIST

sandryriffard

Sandry is a tattoo artist from France who owns the 
shop Au Dela du Reel Tattoo and specializes in pho-
torealism, black & grey, and dark / macabre style 
tattoos.

Before tattooing, Sandry had a focus in the culinary 
arts. He graduated with a diploma in the subject and 
first took on jobs in cooking, as a bartender, a bee-
keeper… but nothing quite stuck with him. Then, a 
close friend bought himself tattoo equipment and 
asked if Sandry wanted to try it as well. Without hesi-
tation, Sandry said yes and immediately felt at home 
with a machine in his hand. Ever since, he has dedi-
cated his life to tattooing, and only a few months 
later opened his own tattoo shop.

ABOUT: 



sandryriffard



SPONSORED ARTIST

Always having had an interest in art and
painting, Sebastian was influenced by 
this passion and eventually branched 
out into tattooing.Sebastian is a tattoo 
artist from London, UK who works 
alongside Intenze Frontier artist Kamil 
at Kamilat Kamil Tattoos.Sebastian specializes 
in fantasy and realism.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Rocky

1. Favorite type of food?

Indian

2. What are your hobbies?

Classic cars

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Chilled out

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

My first tattoo was done by a close friend 
of mine. I have a lot of friends that are 
tattoo artists, so getting something done 
by them is very meaningful to me 
because it symbolises our friendship.because it symbolises our friendship.

sebastiannowacki

ABOUT: 



sebastiannowacki



SPONSORED ARTIST

ShaneO’neill

Shane O’Neill is a self-taught artist who practices what he 
preaches. It’s a down-to-earth, humble approach not only to 
tattoo, but to life and art in general.

BornBorn in Philly, Shane fell in love with art at an early age. After 
earning a bachelor’s degree in fine arts from the Philadelphia 
University of the Arts, he began to work as a freelance illus-
trator. The career left Shane feeling uninspired, but with some 
encouragement from his brother, he started tattooing, and 
he’s never looked back.

Shane specializes in realism, portraits, wildlife, and horror 
but is very capable of creating any style of tattooing. Shane 
travels around the country and internationally to tattoo con-
ventions. While attending these events, you can find him 
teaching seminars and producing some of his best work.

While Shane’s work stands out among his peers and has won 
him countless awards, it’s his approach to art that’s truly 
remarkable. Throughout his entire career, Shane has dedi-
cated himself to absorbing and mastering the art of tattoo. He 
doesn’t boast, never brags, and lets his work speak for itself.

ABOUT: 



ShaneO’neill



SPONSORED ARTIST

Steve is a tattoo artist from New Zealand who 
specializes in color portraits and photo realism. 
When he’s not attending a tattoo convention, 
Steve tattoos out of Matt Jordan’s Ship Shape Tattoo.
While Steve was attending art school earning his 
Bachelors of Fine Arts degree, he wasn’t able 
to create anything just because he liked it or liked to create anything just because he liked it or liked 
the subject matter — there had to be a more 
theoretical motivation behind every creation. 
This didn’t quite suit Steve’s interests.
“Tattooing is the ultimate form of self expression, 
and as an artist I can create pieces that the 
customer and I both have an interest in, 
which makes the whole process a lot more enjoyable. which makes the whole process a lot more enjoyable. 
I discovered this when I got my first tattoo when I 
was 19 and since then I knew I wanted to create 
art on skin.”

“Mat Hurtado taught me how to oil paint in 2015. 
For me, that has opened up a whole new world 
of creativity and new things to learn. 
I can’t thank him enough for that.”I can’t thank him enough for that.”

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
The film "Chinese Coffee" 
and " and "Silence of the Lambs"

1. Favorite type of food?
Nuts!!! and  pineapple

2. What are your hobbies?

Drawing and playing guitar

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Alternative and Hard rock. 
Sometimes jazz and classic.

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

First tattoo by me was made on me. It is a 
such small triangle. Means nothing. 
And first serious tattoo on client was owl 
in felt boots. I like it till this day.

stevebutcher

ABOUT: 



stevebutcher



#INTENZEPRIDE

Hi my name is Tibor `Tibi` Szalai, I`m a tattoo artist born in 
Hungary, but now working and living in Munich/ Germany. 
I`m tattooing since 2002 without any apprenticeship – it was 
all learning by doing. Originally
I was a normal painter not even thinking about tattooing, 
but already interested in drawing and art (besides painting 
walls in a bright white).walls in a bright white).
Many years ago a buddy of mine asked me to try tattooing, 
cause he knew I was good in those art things. To this day, 
I never thought about tattooing, but from this moment, it was 
all i could think about. So 2 years later, when I got my first 
salary, I instantly bought a tattoo machine. Now I was 
tattooing as a hobby besides working as a painter, until 
I got so much clients, that I could live from only tattooing. I got so much clients, that I could live from only tattooing. 
Until 2010 I worked in Hungary, until a old friend of mine 
asked me to come for a guest spot to the shop
in Munich where he was working at. They were so happy 
with my work, and I was feeling so comfortable there, 
that I moved there in 2011 and now I am a resident 
artist in this shop.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
The Fountain

1. Favorite type of food?
Rice and chicken, 
hungarian food
2. What are your hobbies?

To draw

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Parkway Drive

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

I don't have a tattoo :-)

tiborszalai

ABOUT: 



tiborszalai



SPONSORED ARTIST

I specialise in black and grey realism 
style. I’ve developed a method 
I call “silver wash” using Intenze inks; 
silver opaque and Intenze grey wash
set. This isn’t anything new, a lot 
of artists do this but I just made it 
my own to suit the way I tattoo. my own to suit the way I tattoo. 
It’s not original but so far I haven’t 
met anyone that does it this particular 
way apart from the few artists I’ve 
taught and shown how to use this 
‘silver wash’ method. 

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

The Untouchables, 
Marley and Me.

1. Favorite type of food?

KFC.

2. What are your hobbies?

Fighting, chess, karaoke.

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Adele, Sam Smith, 90’s rnb, Eminem.

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

First tattoo was on myself and no special 
meaning I just wanted to practice. My first 
tattoo on someone else I think I tattooed 
some flowers on my mum lol

chrisshowstoppr
ABOUT: 



chrisshowstoppr



SPONSORED ARTIST

Tin-Tin is the central figure in tattooing in Paris, 
France, where he’s been working for more than 20 
years. Tin-Tin’s legacy is a special one. His methods 
and ideas about the art of tattooing have grown out 
of years of experience and have never been subject 
to the flippant trends of youth culture.

TTin-Tin, in a lot of ways, has been an integral part of 
high fashion. He has collaborated with the likes of 
Jean-Paul Gautier, Marc Jacobs, and Stefano Pilati 
of Yves Saint Laurent, as well as being their personal 
tattoo artists. His rough and rowdy upcoming as a 
biker, on the road and fighting hard to earn the 
respect he deserves, gives him a certain cache that’s 
hard to come bhard to come by.

Tin-Tin is a tattoo artist because he enjoys the 
craftsmanship and the design it takes to construct 
and execute a perfect tattoo. His priority is not 
fashion or style, but rather to be the best at what he 
does, and to enjoy his life and his family. Leaving 
behind a legacy, contributing to tattoo culture, and 
history-making are not so important to Tin-Tin, which 
makesmakes his impact on tattooing even more monumen-
tal.

This spirit and passion is something we take to heart. 
It keeps us grounded and focused on what really 
makes us happy. Intenze Products isn’t the best ink 
because it has the coolest bottle or sexy advertis-
ing—Intenze strives to make the best because we 
love the craft—and that idea will never fade.

ABOUT: 

tintin



tin-tin



SPONSORED ARTIST

I think I was about 27 when I stared 
tattooing on myself. At the time I was 
still working on my PhD in mathematics 
at the Aalto University in Finland. 
Meanwhile trying to use as much of my 
time as possible to improve in drawing 
and painting, resulting in a lot of sleepless and painting, resulting in a lot of sleepless 
nights. In 2015 I finally took the leap and 
quit my job at the university to pursuit a 
career in tattooing.  

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
It's always sunny in philadelphia

1. Favorite type of food?
IceCream
2. What are your hobbies?

Kitesurfing, nature,
sports, food

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
My Wife

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

A squirrel eating a mushroom on my butt. 
The meaning was not extremely deep with 
this tattoo and it didn't have a special 
meaning :).

torstenmalm

ABOUT: 



torstenmalm



SPONSORED ARTIST

Tuyen Tran 39 years of age I am a 
color/B&G artist who have been 
tattooing for over 14 years.  
I own my shop in Everett massachussetts 
called Timeless Ink.  I enjoy doing 
anything realism either it’s black and 
grey or cologrey or color.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Reality

1. Favorite type of food?

Thai.

2. What are your hobbies?

Cars and boats.

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Soothing and relaxing

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

Chest kanji... not so much

tuyentran

ABOUT: 



tuyentran



SPONSORED ARTIST

2018 Intenze Pride Winner
specializes in photorealism. 

vainiuscesnauskas

ABOUT: 



vainiuscesnauskas



#INTENZEPRIDE

Tattoo artist since 2014
Specialized in ultra-colored tattoos
Brazilian 33 years old
Author Tattoos
I love what I do.

I have been a tattoo artist for four 
and a half years, specializing in the and a half years, specializing in the 
fullcolor style, where I have the 
freedom to create. I always prefer 
writing. Over 22 awards in various 
categories. I am married and have 
a 4 year old son.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Stranger Things,
Faerie Labyrinth

1. Favorite type of food?
Pastas
2. What are your hobbies?

Draw and play football

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Hip Hop

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

Sacred heart 17 years ago. It means faith.

viníciusmattos 

ABOUT: 



viníciusmattos 



#INTENZEPRIDE

I started to tattoo at the age of 22. 
I started tattooing in 2015. I'm born in 
Barra Mansa, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 
I'm 25 years old and spend most of my 
day in my studio studying about tattoo. 
My favorite tattoo style is realism and 
I'm specializing in hyper-realism. I'm specializing in hyper-realism. 
My main references are Steve Butcher, 
Yomico, Led Coult and others.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

Scarface, Kill Bill and other
similar movies

1. Favorite type of food?

meats, vegetables and 
cheeses
2. What are your hobbies?

tattoo, bmx, football, 
videogame, gym

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

Linking Park, Foo Fighters, Eminem and 
Brazilian Rock and Brazilian Rap

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

My first tattoo was the Christy Mack portrait 
on my forearm. It didn’t have special 
meaning for me.

walacesales

ABOUT: 



walacesales



SPONSORED ARTIST

I started tattooing in 2008. At that time
I lived in the Ukraine, is engaged 
in design and construction of music 
clubs and organizing concerts. 
Tattooing has been a hobby in their 
spare time. In 2011 I moved to 
St. Petersburg (Russia) and then my St. Petersburg (Russia) and then my 
work was very much in demand, so 
completely devoted myself to tattoos 
as a main job). from 2012 to 2016, 
I owned a small private studio in 
St. Petersburg, where worked with 
russian artists of modern tattoo styles.
In 2016 I moved to live in the In 2016 I moved to live in the 
South of Brazil. here I working in 
a big international studio, which 
allows you to devote more time to 
development in painting and music.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?

lorde of the rings, Matrix nas Quentin Tarantino Movies

1. Favorite type of food?

asian

2. What are your hobbies?

jazz music, painting

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?

jazz, soul, ambient, reggae

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

My first tattoo I did in 2007 for my friend
DJ from club, where I was working. it was 
a geometry pattern on his arm, 
what still answer to style, what I 
working with noworking with now.

yaninaviland

ABOUT: 



yaninaviland



SPONSORED ARTIST

While living in his hometown, Moreno had his first 
experience with the tattoo world. Then, he moved to 
Valencia, Venezuela around mid-2005, where he took 
his first steps as a professional tattoo artist working in 
a studio. Moreno worked for 3 years in Valencia and 
then departed to Switzerland for a few months to 
become part of the stabecome part of the staff of one of the most recognized 
tattoo studios in the country. The same year (2008) 
Moreno decided to come back to Venezuela in order 
to develop his career in Caracas, the capital city. 
Once Yomico began to work in Caracas, he received 
nation-wide recognition because of the first place 
prizes he won at various local tattoo conventions.
In 2010,In 2010, Yomico Moreno was invited to participate 
in the International Tattoo Convention in Denmark. 
This event opened the doors to an even greater level 
of fame, due to him winning the first prizes in the 
categories of “Best Color” and “Best Realism.” 
Since then, Moreno has been developing his 
artistic career in Europe, Central America, and 
SouthSouth America. After this, he started to travel around 
the world and become a winner in several more 
competitions at bigger and more serious 
tattoo conventions. In 2015, he was invited by 
Paul Booth to be part of the world renowned Last 
Rites crew.

1. Favorite type of food?
Anything
2. What are your hobbies?

Play guitar

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Usually rock and jazz

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

A polynesian band around my ankle. 
Symbolizes protection and strength of the
family.

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Usually rock and jazz

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

A polynesian band around my ankle. 
Symbolizes protection and strength of the
family.
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SPONSORED ARTIST

Yuri Timko - an artist tattoo, tattoo 
professionally engaged for about 8 years, 
the main styles in the work: Color, black 
and white realism, portrait tattoo, chicano.
Since 2000, Yuri draws graffiti as a 
hobby, including graffiti painting.Yuri based 
and works in St. Petersburg, founded and works in St. Petersburg, founded 
his studio. Work and creativity in the 
world of tattoo is a responsible and 
bold way, where it is necessary to 
become a person, professional, master.

3. Favorite TV show/ Movie?
Pulp Fiction, Key & Peele, 
The Big Bang theory

1. Favorite type of food?
Asian food

2. What are your hobbies?

drawing oil and acrylic paintings, 
graffiti, traveling, Snowboarding,
Skateboarding, Roller skating

4. What Music do you listen to while tattooing?
Kendrick Lamar, Wu Tang Clan, 
Free Flow Flava, KRS- One, 
Leo Moracchioli

5. What was your first tattoo 
and did it have special meaning for you?

The first tattoo I made in the army, it was 
a memorable inscription about the service 
in the army for my friend)

yurytimko
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